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4Built on 8 meters to 9.5 meters rigid truck chassis.
4Single side expansion to provide more comfortable 
     operational space
4Can fit additional 42 RU rack in Audio PCR
4Extreme insulation against heat and sound
41+1 redundant air conditioning system
  8Shared air conditioning for both areas providing redundancy
  8Can cool down equipment racks while heating
        the operational areas
4Two separate areas
  8Video Production – good for 5 + 3 operator positions
  8Audio Production – good for 2 operator positions
  8Independent access to and from outside
  8Sliding doors for easy access between audio and video rooms
4Two sets of equipment racks
  82 x 12 RU full depth (60 cm) suspended racks 
       in Audio PCR
  84 x 42 RU full depth (80 cm) racks in Engineering Room
  8All racks have shock absorbing mounts
  8Racks in Video PCR are enclosed for independent cooling
425 KVA 3 Phase Generator driven by vehicles 
engine
  8Alternator located under the floor
  8No loss of space
  8Very low fuel consumption compared 
        to independent generator set
415 KVA 1+1 redundant UPS system
  83 Phase input 1Phase output
  8Monitoring each other’s activity
  8Can go to n+1 type redundancy
4Isolation transformers for shore power 
4Motorized cable drums at the back of the 
coach with TP
44 heavy duty hydraulic jacks for stabilization
4Additional storage space on the skirts
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SRTEK’s journey as a company started in 2009 as equipment 
supplier to professional audio and video industry where as 
the people inside started broadcast field back in the 1990s. 
Over the years supply turned into solutions and eventually 
solutions turned into manufacturing our own designs at our 
own factory. Today we do all our design and manufacturing 
in house having control over the whole manufacturing 
process. 

Over time we have experienced so many issues and prob-
lems together with our customers. Part of being a Systems 
Integrator is to understand our customer and finding solutions 
to those issues so that both our customer and we can move 
forward.  

This is special design for tough environments, where bad road conditions, extreme temperature changes and high 
humidity are part of everyday life. Where the normal tendency for OB-VANs of this size tends to be 
expending type, we have chosen a non-expanding coach structure to increase reliability under any circumstances.

The operational area is divided into three rooms as Engineering, Video Production and Audio Production. Each 
area has it dedicated entry point for the vehicle as well as sliding doors inside for room to room access. The vehicle 
can accommodate up to 15 operators. The equipment area and the size of the Engineering Room allow camera 
quantities up to 18 although 12 to 14 cameras are more comfortable to operate for a vehicle of this size. 
The generator is driven through vehicles own engine and is hidden under the frame providing up to 35 KVA of 
three phase power with dual redundant UPSs to protect your live production.

The air-conditioner system is designed specifically to have redundancy for all areas. There are four main units that 
for two redundant couples. First couple provides cooling for the equipment area and the second couple provides 
cooling or when necessary heating for the operational areas.  

Special care has been given to heat and sound insulation providing a comfortable operational environment.
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